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Umana, enveloping 
textiles where our 
nest comes to life
UMANA creates and offers high 
quality products with soft minimalistic 
designs destined to support early 
childhood development. Designed to 
last and be reused, each product is 
the result of a long reflection and the 
understanding of baby’s needs, of his 
motor and cognitive capacities, as well 
as of his vision of the world and of his 
unique universe.
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Hooded Towel 
Nothing is more comforting than wrapping yourself in softness when you get out of the bath. 
The UMANA Hooded Towel is made from 100% organic bamboo terrycloth (inside) and 
Tencel, a combination of high-quality dense organic fibre, creating an ultra-soft, plush effect.

The cream of the crop, perfect for a warm and comfortable transition. 

Plush Hooded 
Towel for Bath 
Time
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WHY WE LOVE IT 
.  Its incredible enveloping and  

comforting effect 
. Its high absorption capacity 
. Its neutral and rich colors 

DETAILS
Made of Cupro Tencel on the outside 
.  35% Cupro
.  35% linen
.  30% Tencel 
Ratine on the inside
.  58% ORG bamboo
.  22% cotton
.  20% polyester

DIMENSION 
66 cm x 66 cm

ETHICALLY MADE IN CANADA.
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Bedding
WHY WE LOVE IT 
.  Its united colors carefully selected to harmonize 

with different decors 
.  Its adaptability to different mattress 

thicknesses
.  Its elastic bands at both ends, which give  

it a better hold 
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DETAILS
Made of 100% tencel

DIMENSIONS 
130 cm x 72 cm x 26 cm

ETHICALLY MADE IN CANADA



Give your little one a soft rest 
with this fitted sheet designed 
for the crib. Unprecedentedly 
soft, the 100% tencel natural 
fibre fabric is breathable, 
hypoallergenic and ecological. 
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Blanket
Made from premium pique sandwash fabric, this lightweight cover offers absolute comfort and 
softness. Perfect for swaddling and breastfeeding, but also for consoling, comforting, playing 
and cuddling. 

WHY WE LOVE IT 
. Its unparalleled softness
.  Its breathable, light and proprioceptive 

properties 
. Its versatility 
.  Its enveloping effect thanks to  

a discreet elastic 
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DETAILS
Made of Pique sandwash 
. 96% polynosic
. 4% spandex/elastne

DIMENSIONS 
82 cm x 70 cm

ETHICALLY MADE IN CANADA
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Quilted Play Mat
WHY WE LOVE IT 
.  Its multiple uses 
. Its ability to finely bend to facilitate transport 
. Its selection of seasonal colors that perfectly match your home 
. Its gentle and comforting effect 
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DETAILS
Available color Sage 
Made of Cupro Tencel
.  35% Cupro
.  35% linen
.  30% Tencel

DIMENSIONS  
120 cm diameter

ETHICALLY MADE IN CANADA



Children must discover the world at their own pace. That’s why 
floor games are ideal for encouraging free motor skills. 

Baby will spend a lot of time on this round quilted play mat! 
Ultra-soft, made with a blend of linen and tencel, two natural 

quality fibres, non-toxic and hypoallergenic. Maximum comfort, 
support and protection. {Ut1} Easy to fold and transport so you 

can bring it with you to the beach, on picnics or wherever the 
ground’s surface is too rough for your little one. 
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Changing Mat
No matter your destination, this changing mat will follow you on all your adventures! To 
change baby anywhere and everywhere, this changing mat is your best ally. Ultra comfortable 
thanks to its quilted texture, it gives comfort to your little one on all kinds of surfaces; directly 
on the ground, in the grass for a picnic, on the sand at the beach, on a bed, an armchair, etc. 

The vegan leather backing is very soft on baby’s skin, in addition to being easily washed in 
case of damage and spillage.

Light and compact, folded it and slip it right into your diaper bag or suitcase.

WHY WE LOVE IT
.  Its compact size when folded 
. Its easily washable surfaces
. Its comfort, on any type of surface
.  Its minimalist and sophisticated look

ETHICALLY MADE IN CANADA
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DETAILS
Available color: Sage exterior / Tan interior 
Made of vegan leather
.  35% cupro
.  35% linen
.  30% tencel

DIMENSIONS  
.  Open : 82 x 50 cm 
.  Close : 24 x 24 cm



Ready to  Use E
legan

t  C
hanging  Mat



Leather Mat 
Reversible, it offers great floor grip in addition to a premium feel and appearance. It is 
water resistant and its surface enables easy cleaning of small everyday spills. The mat folds 
compactly for easy storage or to take it anywhere with its carry bag. A small strap also allows 
it to be hung up after use.
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Pretty and practical for mom, entertaining for the kids. UMANA’s Multi-purpose Vegan 
Leather Mat accompanies baby during playtime, at mealtime under the high chair or outside 
for an improvised picnic.

SQUARE: 100 x 100 cm ROUND: 90 cm diameter

WHY WE LOVE IT 
. Its versatility 
. Its soft and safe material
. Its easily washable surface
.  Its reversible side, which offers 

many possibilities 
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DETAILS
.  Available color: Reversible Tan / Cream White 
.  Made of: synthetic vegan leather containing no 

animal by-products 
.  Free from toxins, PVC, phthalates and lead. CPSIA 

compliant.

ETHICALLY MADE IN ASIA



Tableware set
UMANA’s silicone Essential Tableware Set is designed for little hands and little mouths! 
Soft to the touch, each item is durable, light and can be put in the dishwasher and in the 
microwave.

A great alternative to plastic covers since silicone is optimal for contact with food; free of 
BPA, phthalates, lead, PVC and other harmful products. It is also resistant to bacteria and 
allergies, which makes it very hygienic and practical. 

Pair it with other colourful items from our collection!

WHY WE LOVE IT 
.  Its high quality 
. Its softness, both to the eye and to the touch
.  Its highly safe and hygienic aspect 
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DETAILS
.  Made of 100% high quality food grade 

silicone, BPA Free, phthalate free, lead 
free, PVC free

ETHICALLY MADE IN ASIA



Spoon and fork

Plates

Silicone 
bibs

Cup

Straw glasses



Bath Mat
Getting out of the bath should be as soothing as getting in. The UMANA rigid bath mat is 
mainly made of diatomite, a highly porous natural rock from fossilized algae. This natural 
material contains no toxic products or bleach, which is why it is perfect for the clean little 
feet that will step onto it. {Ut1} Its non-slip design makes getting out of the bath safe and will 
leave your floor dry. The mat absorbs water and moisture immediately and dries in minutes. 
Plus, the material is antibacterial and deodorising, which makes it much more durable than 
traditional bath mats and does not pose a threat to your family’s health. A healthy, ecological, 
practical and smart choice!
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The  Chic  Diato Bath
 M

at
 fo

r  C
lean Li tt le  Feet

WARNING: The diatomite Umana 
bath mat IS NOT a flexible mat.  
It is rather rigid.  

WHY WE LOVE IT
.  Its antibacterial and deodorising 

properties
. Its absorbent material
. Its versatile colors

DETAILS
.  Available colors: Terrazzo, Graphic, 

and Greige
.  Made of 60% Diatomite; 20% plant 

fibre; 20% quartz

DIMENSIONS 
60 cm X 39 cm
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Skin-to-Skin 
T-shirt
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WHY WE LOVE IT
. Its simplicity to wear and use
. The fact that it’s manufactured 
without ties, Velcro, staples, or knots
. Its versatility 

DETAILS
Made of a blend of high density 
cotton and spandex, certified 
Oeko-Tex

Skin-to-Skin T-shirt for Mom
This versatile T-shirt provides all the benefits of skin-to-skin. A true cocoon of love and well-
being for mom and baby. 

The skin-
to-skin 
T-shirt most 
preferred  
by moms
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DIMENSIONS  
.  Length of back from shoulder: 27,5’’ (70 cm)
.  Carries a baby weighing up to approximately 

15 lbs. (7.5 kg)

ETHICALLY MADE IN CANADA

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY
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Skin-to-skin Cami & Bandeau 
Set
WHY WE LOVE IT
.  Its practical features allow baby to be held  

hands-free
.  The fact that it’s manufactured without ties, Velcro, 

staples, or knotting
. Its versatility
.  Its classic style that coordinates with the rest of your 

wardrobe

DETAILS
Made of high density 4-way stretch jersey (94% 
cotton / 6% spandex) and is certified Oeko-Tex.

DIMENSIONS
.  Length of back from shoulder: 

24’’ (61 cm)
.  Carries a baby weighing up to 

approximately 15 lbs. (7.5 kg)

ETHICALLY MADE IN 
CANADA

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY
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The  perfect  duo fo

r  c
uddle  t ime

Freedom and movement with baby close 
to your heart. This practical two-piece set 
allows you to hold baby hands-free while 
standing or moving. Mom can move freely 
while holding her little one. The bandeau 
can be used alone in a semi-seated position, 
which makes it a must for your maternity 
suitcase. 
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Skin-to-skin Mesh Back Cami with 
Bandeau 
A camisole that offers gentle and reassuring skin-to-skin contact, while promoting 
breastfeeding. Because of it’s unique design, this cami enables unparalleled proximity 
between mom and baby. In fact, the cross section at the front creates a perfect little cocoon 
for your little one. Newborn babies sit comfortably in a foetal position, while older babies sit 
in the «M» position with their legs in the side slits. Safe, enveloping and breathable all-in-one!
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WHY WE LOVE IT
.  The fact that it’s manufactured without  

ties, Velcro, staples, or knotting
. Its versatility
.  Its classic style that coordinates with the 

rest of your wardrobe

DETAILS
.  Made of a blend of high density cotton  
and spandex, certified Oeko-Tex

DIMENSIONS
.  length of back from shoulder:  27,5’’  

(70 cm)
.  Carries a baby weighing up to approximately 

15 lbs. (7.5 kg)

ETHICALLY MADE IN CANADA

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY



Skin-to-skin Cami For Twins with 
Bandeau
WHY WE ADOPT IT
.  Its unique design which enables you to hold two babies at the same time 
. Its enveloping and comforting effect
.  Its classic style that coordinates with the rest of your wardrobeà

DETAILS
.  Made of: high density 4-way stretch jersey (94% cotton / 6% spandex) and is certified 

Oeko-Tex

DIMENSIONS
.  Length of back from shoulder: 24’’ (61 cm)
.  Carries babies weighing up to approximately 15 lbs. (7.5 kg)

ETHICALLY MADE IN CANADA,  PATENTED TECHNOLOGY
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When love arrives in a double dose, we welcome it with 
open arms. This unique cami makes carrying twins in 
skin-to-skin possible and enables you to breastfeed 

them with ease. Babies can simply be settled inside the 
sections in the foetal position (newborn babies) or the 

frog posture (babies of a few weeks).
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HOW TO USE

Skin-to-skin Cami For Twins with Bandeau
Rest baby onto your shoulder. Push the vertical side back and open the opposite horizontal 
side. Slide baby’s legs followed by the rest of baby’s body inside the horizontal panel and let 
baby slide inside in a foetal position (curled up) or a “frog” position by pushing the feet out on 
either side of the vertical panel.

Raise and extend fabric to cover baby’s bottom and back down to below the knees. Let baby 
snuggle up in a comfortable position, and pull the vertical side over baby’s head to prevent it 
from tipping over. Repeat these steps with second baby.

* Add the Basic Bandeau for additional support for larger babies, to protect and lift the baby’s 
legs in the frog position (“M”) or to be hands-free when standing and moving. Install on 
hips, and then lift up onto babies. Adjust side and back so that horizontal support is evenly 
distributed.
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Halter Strap Kangaroo 
Tube
Soft comfort for mom and baby. Halter Strap Kangaroo 
Tube top is both soft and stretchy, allowing baby to feel 
comfortable, and to move and  find the breast with ease. 
The side seams with elastic pleats prevent the newborn 
from sliding to the sides and hug baby’s body without 
adding unnecessary pressure. The double bandeau at 
the bottom and the inner support at the buttocks and 
lower back keep baby in an optimal position. Despite 
compliance with safety measures, this garment does not 
allow baby to be carried in a «hands-free» mode. If mom 
gets up, she needs to use her arms and hands to provide 
extra protection and support.
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WHY WE LOVE IT
.  Its simplicity to wear and use
.  Its light yet enveloping and comforting 

effect
.  Its classic style that coordinates with the 

rest of your wardrobe

DETAILS
.   Made of: high density 4-way stretch jersey 

(94% cotton / 6% spandex) and is certified 
Oeko-Tex.

DIMENSIONS
.   Length of back from shoulder: 24’’ (61 cm)
.  Carries a baby weighing up to approximately 

15 lbs. (7.5 kg)

ETHICALLY MADE IN CANADA

PATENT PENDING TECHNOLOGY



HOW TO USE

Halter Strap 
Kangaroo Tube
With the Tube lowered, let 
baby position himself/herself 
naturally (vertically between 
the breasts, his/her head at 
kiss height) then gently lift the 
fabric.

Extend the fabric of the inner 
seat under the buttocks. Raise 
halter strap over head.

Always leave the baby’s face 
uncovered and visible.
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Basic 
Bandeau
A comforting, multipurpose 
bandeau. To try skin-to-skin 
for the first time, to provide 
an additional support bandeau, 
or to support the stomach or 
hips during pregnancy and in 
the postpartum period, this 
minimalist tube is versatile must-
have. 

WHY WE LOVE IT
.  Its simplicity, to wear and use
.  Its versatility allowing it to be used in all 

circumstances
.  Its wide range of colors that coordinate 

with the rest of your wardrobe

DETAILS
.  Made of: high density 4-way stretch jersey 

(94% cotton / 6% spandex) and is certified 
Oeko-Tex.

DIMENSIONS
.  Length of back from shoulder: 24’’ (61 cm)
.  Carries a baby weighing up to approximately 

15 lbs. (7.5 kg)

ETHICALLY MADE IN CANADA

PATENT PENDING TECHNOLOGY



HOW TO USE
Basic Bandeau
To place baby inside the tube: 

Lower the tube, then pull up to cover baby. 

Lift the fabric onto the back of baby’s neck.
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Skin-to-Skin 
T-Shirt - Dad
The first baby wearing T-shirt specially created for 
dads. It promotes an effortlessly soothing skin-to-
skin contact!

No clips, knots, or itchy Velcro! Easy and practical 
to use, exactly what dad ordered. Designed for 
dads. Finally, dads can easily hold their babies skin-
to-skin and enjoy all of its benefits. 

Please note that this T-shirt is a garment and not 
a baby carrier. lt should not be worn over other 
clothing. 

WHY WE LOVE IT
.  The fact that it’s manufactured without ties, 

Velcro, staples, or knotting
. Its versatility
.  Its classic style that coordinates with the rest of 

your wardrobe

DETAILS
.  Made of : a blend of high density cotton and 

spandex, certified Oeko-Tex

DIMENSIONS
.  Dimensions: length of back from 

shoulder: 27,5’’ (70 cm)
.  Carries a baby weighing up to 

approximately 15 lbs. (7.5 kg)

ETHICALLY MADE IN CANADA

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY



HOW TO USE

• Skin-to-Skin T-Shirt for mom
• Skin-to-skin Cami & Bandeau Set
• Skin-to-skin Mesh Back Cami with Bandeau 
• Skin-to-Skin T-Shirt - Dad

Rest baby onto your shoulder. Slide baby’s opposite 
leg inside the cross panel and extend foot to the other 
side of the panel.

Pull the panel’s fabric up, and stretch it so it covers 
baby’s bottom and back all the way to below the 
knees. Pivot baby to the other shoulder and repeat 
these steps. BABY MUST BE WELL SEATED AT 
THE BOTTOM OF THE “X”.

Readjust the side panels then lift the bandeau over 
them, making sure the knees are well bent, and that 
the feet are resting in the bandeau’s fabric. Slide 
baby’s head into a natural position in the neckline’s 
fold (facing) without burying baby’s nose.
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Size chart
The most important measurement is the bust. The other measurements are less important, 
since the cami is made of a stretchy fabric. If in doubt, we recommend taking a size larger, as 
this garment fits very tight. You can refer to your bra size (actual size and not the size before 
pregnancy).

Remember that bra sizes vary between brands and therefore variations may occur.

WOMEN

MEN

BUST WAIST HIP BUST WAIST HIP

TP 34-36 IN 24-26 IN 34-35,5 IN 87-91 CM 61-65 CM 87-90 CM

P 37-38,5 IN 26-28 IN 36-38,5 IN 93-97 CM 65-69 CM 91-97 CM

M 39-41,5 IN 28-31 IN 39-41 IN 98-105 CM 71-78 CM 97-105 CM

L 42-43,5 IN 31-34 IN 41,5-43,5 IN 106-111 CM 77-83 CM 105-110 CM

XL 44-46,5 IN 33-36 IN 44-46 IN 112-118 CM 83-91 CM 112-177 CM

XXL 47-52 IN 36-39 IN 47-50 IN 119-131 CM 92-101 CM 119-129 CM

NECKLINE WAIST TAILLE NECKLINE WAIST TAILLE

TP 13,5 IN 32-33 IN 28-29 IN 34 CM 82-85 CM 72-75 CM

P 14-14,5 IN 34-37 IN 30-33 IN 36-37 CM 87-94 CM 77-84 CM

M 15-15,5 IN 38-41 IN 34-37 IN 38-40 CM 97-104 CM 87-93 CM

L 16-16,5 IN 42-45 IN 38-41 IN 41-42 CM 108-115 CM 97-104 CM

XL 17-17,5 IN 46-49 IN 42-45 IN 43-45 CM 118-125 CM 107-114 CM

XXL 18-18,5 IN 50-53 IN 46-49 IN 45-47 CM 127-134 CM 117-124 CM
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Security
WARNING - Failure to follow the manufacturer’s instructions may cause serious injury and 
even death.

If the baby is newborn or premature, you must first wash the garment with a mild soap. The 
use of bleach is possible, but can deteriorate the spandex fiber (which gives the stretch) and 
can discolor the garment.

•  Baby may suffocate in this product if 
improperly positioned or if baby’s face is 
crushed against your body.

•  Babies born prematurely or with breathing 
problems are at a greater risk. 

•  Check baby’s face often to make sure the 
mouth and nose are still visible and never 
blocked - and check baby’s skin tone, which 
should be rosy. 

•  If you are breastfeeding your baby in the 
garment, make sure baby’s head is out of 
the garment and that baby’s nose is not 
blocked. Once you are done breastfeeding, 
immediately reposition baby vertically 
between your breasts.

AVERTISSEMENT : RISQUE DE SUFFOCATION

•  Stay alert to your baby’s needs, don’t sleep 
unless someone else is watching.

•  Never babywear when cooking, drinking hot 
drinks, smoking, doing any sports, handling 
heavy objects.

•  Stay away from any heat sources or 
exposure to chemicals.

 •  Never babywear when driving or being a 
passenger in a motor vehicle.

•  Adjust the garment properly if you feel 
that it is not tight enough on you. Raise the 
fabric at the neck to provide support behind 
the head (should not tip backwards).

Make sure baby’s back does not curl into a position with chin 
resting on or near baby’s chest. Do not let baby’s head to tip 
backwards. This can interfere with breathing.
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Umana accompanies 
you in the best season 
of your life

Media and sponsorship requests:
hello@umana.eco

Purchases, shops and suppliers: 
ventes@umana.eco

umana.eco    |    info@umana.eco

umana.eco
info@umana.eco
https://www.facebook.com/umanababy
https://www.instagram.com/umana_official

